
383msocks Men's Linen Sox

Summary
Cast on with long-tail cast-on method and join into the round. Working from cuff downward, work k1p1 ribbing in 
the round, changing colors when indicated and working reinforcement thread together with yarn. Once ribbing is 
complete, work in stockinette stitch (without reinforcement thread). Place instep stitches on stitch holder and 
change color for heel. Work short row heel (back and forth in rows rather than in the round), referring to chart.

Once heel is finished, change yarn color again and transfer instep stitches back to needles. Resume working 
stockinette stitch in the round. Continue until heel decreases begin, then change color for toe area and begin 
decreases. Referring to chart, shape toe by working decreases in the round as indicated. Seam tip of toe with 
Kitchener stitch.

Abbreviations:
CO = cast on
DPNs = double-pointed knitting needles)
inc = increase(s)
k = knit stitch
k2tog = knit 2 stitches together knitwise
OH = on hold (that is, place on stitch holder)
p = purl stitch
RE = row(s) even
ssk = slip, slip knit
#-#-# = rows/rounds-stitches-times
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Suggested yarn:
• Pierrot Yarns Anouk Linen [100% linen; 131 yds/120m per 1.76 oz./50g cone];
     • color #01 grege, 1 cone [50g]
     • color #02 sax blue, 1 cone [15g]

Tools/Notions:
• 2.7mm (approx. US 2) and 3.6mm (approx. US 5) double-pointed circular knitting needles or sizes 
  necessary to achieve gauge
• transparent elastic reinforcement thread

Finished measurements:
• foot length 25cm/9.84"
• mouth of sock (circumference) 23cm/9.06"        
• sock length 12.5cm/4.92"

Gauge (10cm/4" square):
• stockinette stitch: 25 sts and 30 rows

Gauge may vary according to individual knitting style. Change needle size if necessary to achieve gauge. Alternatively, 
rework pattern with your own gauge measurements.
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Use this QR code on your 
smartphone to view a video 
about how to turn the heel.

※To view on computer, search on the Pierrot 
Yarns website or YouTube channel instead.

Kitchener stitch

※Align sts of knitted fabric. Graft together 
by linking each stitch to the ones below it, 
forming a row of knit stitches as you go.


